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H’ E had fished all day, but luck had been against him, and now he was taking it out in blowing the fishing skyhigh, to the group round the hotel fire.
“  There aren't any fish in the lake,”  
said he.
“ Not even a shiner 1”  queried one of his 
listeners.
“ No, not even a shiner,”  he replied. 
" I ’ve fished the length and breadth and 
depth of the confounded pond, and there 
isn’ t a fish left in it. I don’ t—”  
“ Gentleman out on the piazza wants to 
see you, sir,”  said the bell boy.
••■Who is he?”
•Didn’ t give any name,”  answered the 
boy.
Wondering who it could be, the man 
put on his hat and followed the bell boy 
onto the piazza.
There, standing so the moonlight fell 
upon him as the lime-light follows the 
leading lady on the stage, was the figure 
of a man rather above the average height 
[the “ queer little man with a long grey 
beard,”  who usually figures in narratives 
of this sort, being away on a vacation, I 
am forced to use a tall man as a substi­
tute—the readers will please overlook any 
slips on the part of the tall novice].
Raising his hand, and slowly circling it 
in front of the astonished fisherman, he 
said:
“ Come.”
Powerless to resist, the man followed 
him across the street, down through the 
field, past Mr. Marble's new cottage, till 
at last he paused on the very edge of the 
wharf where the Irene’s wood barge is 
moored. Then he looked fixedly at his 
companion a moment and said:
“ Change.”
In the twinkling of an eye our friend 
found himself transformed into a trout, 
gliding through the water by the side of 
another trout which was talking in the 
same voice that the strange man had used 
when he said “ Come”  and “ Change.”
They swam along for some distance in 
silence.
“ Now we go down a bit,”  said the 
guide, leading the way almost vertically 
downward for many feet.
Soon they were traversing a narrow, 
rocky gorge. After a time they came upon 
a huge chub, which barred the passage, 
demanding in a thick, chubby voice:
"W ho are you?”
“ Friends,”  answered the guide.
“ Give the password.”
"There is a hook in it.”
“ All right. Pass on ”  said the chub, 
moving aside.
“ Although somewhat cannibalistic,”  ex­
plained the guide, “ these chubs make 
excellent servants and sentinels.”  •
The gorge now widened out into an 
expansive, semicircular enclosure with a 
sandy bottom. The guide swam up to a 
bit of rock in the centre and gave three 
resounding whacks with its tail. There 
was a pause for a moment, then with a 
mighty swish, the fish began to pour in 
from all sides. They arranged themselves 
according to size, the largest in front and 
the smaller ones on the outskirts. Aftei 
the last arrival had swished into position, 
the largest fish (a trout which would not 
weigh an ounce under twelve pounds) 
spoke in a clear, ringing voice :
“ Well, sir guide, what report bring 
you?”
“ I have with me,”  answered the guide, 
“ one of those men who say there are no 
fish left in the lake.”
“ Good,”  said the big trout. Then, 
turning to the fisherman, he continued: 
“ It hath been decided in solemn conclave 
of the fishes that thou shalt have revealed 
to thee what was never seen by mortal 
man before. By magic power thou wilt 
be shown through this great system of 
waters. To thee has been given the 
form of a fish, yet thy human senses have 
been left unchanged, and whatsoever thou 
seest to-night thou wilt remember when 
thou returnest to the land of men. Thou 
mayest ask any questions thou wilt, and 
none but truthful answers shall be re 
turned thee. And now, sir guide, away 
with your charge and see that no harm 
cometh to him.”
Together the two started off. “ I be­
lieve,”  said the guide, “ that you were up 
Greenvale way to-day, were you not?”
“ Yes, and beastly poor fishing it was, 
too,”  replied the fisherman.
The guide fish paused before a rock and 
gave three resounding whacks. In the 
moment’s pause that followed, he ex­
plained that the whole lake was divided 
into water states, each one in charge 
of a commander with lieutenants to assist 
him. “ When I give the signal raps,”  
every fish within hearing must instantly 
repeat them, and so, in a remarkably short 
space of time the whole division is speed­
ing to the spot of the meeting.”  By this 
time the fish were arriving in twos and 
threes and half-dozens. Among the first 
was a huge land-locked salmon of about 
thirteen pounds weight, who was the 
commander of the Greenvale division. 
The guide explained his visit, and asked 
the fisherman if he had any questions to 
ask the salmon.
“ Well,”  he commenced, “ how old are 
you?”
-Twelve pounds last estimation day.”
“ What do you mean?”  asked the per­
plexed fisherman.
“ Why, you see we fish go not by years 
but by weight. Once in every twelve 
moons we assemble and the Conclave of 
Fishes estimates our weight. We rank 
according to weight, all officers being 
chosen from the heaviest fish.”
“ Thank you,”  that’s something entirely 
new to me.”
“ And now we must be off,”  said the 
guide.
In quick succession the pair visited the 
City Cove division, the Island division, 
the South Cove division, the Hunter Cove 
and South Bog divisions. A t every halt, 
the three raps of the guide brought a 
thousand or more fish to the meeting 
place. They were of all sizes, none being 
less than a pound, for as one of the fish 
explained, trout and salmon were not 
subject to the laws of the Conclave till 
after they had attained a weight of one 
pound.
“ Now for the Big Lake,”  said the guide, 
as they concluded their visit at South 
Bog, and in a flash they found themselves 
in the darker waters of Mooselookme- 
guntic.
Three raps from there the guide drew 
forth an immense number of fish; many of 
them larger than it seemed possible for 
trout and salmon to grow.
By this time the fisherman was asking 
questions freely. "How happens it,”  he 
asked a 10-lb. salmon, “ that we hai’dly
ever catch trout or salmon as big as you 
are?”
“ It is this way,”  answered the saimon. 
"After they-pass the weight of a pound, 
all trout can tell real from artificial, and 
are in not the slightest danger of being 
caught. Our laws, however, are very 
strict, and the penalty for all misdemean­
ors is death. Npw fish will not kill each 
other after they pass the pound limit, 
hence death is self-inflicted. The con­
demned fish is sentenced to bite at the 
first artificial bait offered, and, escaping 
that—as you know they often do,—he is 
allowed thirty days’ respite and must then 
try again. As the fish grow larger they 
settle down and rarely ever transgress the 
laws, hence are seldom forced to die the 
death. Do I make my meaning clear?”  
“ Very,”  said the fisherman, “ but may 
I ask what crime is the most common?”  
“ The killing of young trout,”  answered 
the salmon.
After this the guide whisked the fisher­
man down to Bemis and up past Frye’s 
Camp to Toothaker Cove and Pleasant 
Islands, showing him thousands upon 
thousands of trout, and among them 
many which would weigh well into the 
two figures.
“ Now we’ll go to Kennebago and Seven 
Ponds,”  said the guide.
“ No, no,”  pleaded the fisherman, “ I ’ ll 
own that I was wholly wrong, and take 
back every thing I said. There are fish 
enough in these lakes to furnish sport for 
many years.”
“ Right you are, my friend,”  answered 
the guide. “ Remember what you’ve seen.”  
Then he continued: “  In three seconds 
you’ll be back in your room at Marble’s, 
and, by the way, you’d better counter­
mand that order to call you at six o ’clock, 
for its now almost three.”
Slowly fixing his glassy eye on the 
fisherman, he said the magic word: 
“ Change!”
Ati Old Time Ba’rr Story.
Nearly fifty-five years ago when the road 
to Rangeley was being built, Mr. O. W. 
Russell, of Phillips, and his brother Eph­
raim, came in to Long Pond fishing.
They built a raft, as there were no boats, 
and poled out on the water.
When near the spot that the late Mr. 
Haley used for a boat landing, they heard 
a bear call.
The raft was pushed to the shore and O. 
W., taking the old smooth bore rifle, start­
ed in the direction of the sound, while his 
brother retreated with the raft to a safe 
distance from the expected battle.
Cautiously the brave hunter—then but 
about fourteen years old— crept up till the 
bear could be seen; a steady aim was taken 
and the ball went crashing through the 
skull, and the bear was dead.
With a shout of victory he sprang for­
ward. There lay the bear,but to one of its 
feet was securely fastened a trap, and the 
trap belonged to Owen Hewey.
When they returned to Phillips, they 
only took the story, and for some time they 
were both looked upon as heroes; but a 
good deacon of the church had grave mis­
givings as to the truthfulness of the tale, 
and after a long examination, it was ad­
mitted that the bear was in a trap.
Hero worship never had a greater fall.
The road between Madrir and Sandy 
Riaer Pond is being put into shape and 
good shape too.
OUR FRIENDS, THE AM ATEURS.
Suggestions which will Not Come Amiss 
to the Beginner in Photography.
Recognizing the fact that the camera is 
becoming an important feature in the 
collector’s outfit. I trust that a few words 
to the beginner on photography will not 
come amiss.
After having selected your outfit, the 
next consideration is the dark room. If 
you have no ploce to make a regular dark 
room the cellar will do very well in sum­
mer. In fact I have developed plates in a 
cellar in weather that would render an up­
per room simply impossible to work in 
without ice—on account of the heat fogging 
the plate. Every care should be taken to 
make it perfectly light tight. A perfect 
dark room should be supplied with running- 
water, a good safe light, means of ventila­
tion to carry off poisonous acid fumes, 
sink, etc.
The best as well as the cheapest means 
of obtaining a good safe light, is to take a 
box about 12 in. square and 18 in. tall, 
make a frame door (similar to a screen 
door) and cover it with red or orange 
paper, double. The box must be provided 
with a hole in the top and one in the 
bottom or back for ventilation. Use an 
ordinary lamp inside. By fitting a com­
mon stove pipe over the hole in the top, 
and extending it out of the dark room, you 
have an automatic ventilator. If the 
amateur has that happy faculty for “ mak­
ing things”  he can make trays, for a few 
cents, equal to those sold for §2.00, as fol­
lows: Make a box with sides two or three 
inches high of any convenient size and line 
it with common white oil cloth carefully 
folded at the corners, and tacked on the 
top edges of the sides.
After making the exposure the most im­
portant point is development, and one can­
not be too careful if he wishes to secure 
even moderate results. Choose one process, 
and stick to it. Do not keep changing foi'm- 
ulae, dry plates, paper, etc., but take some 
standard formulae and work it until thor­
oughly acquainted with it. That is the 
quickest way to succeed.
The market is filled with new developers, 
but pyrogallic acid holds its own, and 
seems likely to for some time to come. A 
good pyro formula will be found in every 
box of dry plates, and they are all practical.
The difference lies in the manipulation.
Remove the plates from the plate holder, 
dust carefully with camels hair brush (or 
if you have no brush you can make a scraper 
by taking a piece of thin wood, with a 
straight edge, and covering it with velvet). 
LTse this carefully and you will not be 
bothered with the little spots called "pin 
holes.”  Place the plate in the developing 
tray and flow quickly from side to side 
with developer. The tray should be kept 
covered from the light except when exam­
ined. If a proper exposure has been made, 
the image will gradually appear, and then 
take on the density desired. The proper 
way to judge of density is by transmitted 
light, but when you get used to your plates 
you can tell when they are fully developed 
by the outlines showing on the back.
After fixing in the hypo bath until it 
clears—or the white disappears from the 
back—wash in several changes of water for 
two or three hours, or in running water 
for half an hour. If it then appears thin 
with no opapue black parts it has not been 
fully developed. This is just where most 
beginners get left. In case of over-exposui’e 
it will seem to flash up quickly with a gen-
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era! lack of brilliancy. A few drops of a 
solution of Bromide of Potassium!)^ oz. 
to 5 oz. of water) added, will keep it back, 
if not too badly over-exposed, in which case 
better throw it away and try again.
For normal exposure use cold developers 
in summer and warm in winter. After de­
veloping, the developer is then called old.
For the next plate use old and new mixed, 
three parts old to one part new, or mix 
old and new in proportion to the exposure, 
remembering that the old works slower, 
giving more contrast.
Under-exposed plates develop slow, lack 
detail, and give great contrast. Use more 
alkali and less pyro.
Volumns have been written on this sub­
ject, and every one who has had a year or 
two of experience has a favorite formula 
which he will assure you is the only correct 
one to use, but the foregoing will —I hope— 
set each one to thinking it out for himself, 
and practice will make perfect.
PRINTING.
Now a few words as to papers, as much 
depends on proper printing from good or 
poor negatives.
Very pretty pictures can be made from 
strong negatives on blue paper, and it is 
very inexpensive. One yard 27 in.* wide, cut 
to any size, will be sent by mail, prepaid, 
for 25 cents, by the Obrig Camera Co., 
New Y'ork.
In order tp secure the finest detail, silver 
paper should be used. There are three dis­
tinct kinds, Albumen, Gelatine and Collo­
dion. Albumen paper should be freshly 
sensitized and fumed with amonia before 
printing. It will keep fresh only two or 
three days. Silvering it will be found to 
be a difficult task, and I would strongly 
advise any one to use the new and popular 
aristo and other papers rather than have 
anything to do with silvering.
Gelative paper has many disadvantages, 
and nearly always requires a hardening 
bath.
Collodion paper—the kind that does not 
curl—will be found to be the most satisfac­
tory. and is easily worked. It comes ready 
to use except it should be trimmed before 
printing. If a number of prints are to be 
made from 4x5 negatives, it is best to cut 
the paper to before printing, then
no trimming will be required.
Please bear in mind that I write this 
with the sole aim of helping beginners, and 
although it appears to weaken an article 
by giving preference to certain firms I 
would have been well pleased to have 
caught some practical ideas when I first 
began, and thereby saved me a vast 
amount of annoyance and failure. I have 
made a trial of 14 brands of photo, paper, 
and unhesitatingly recommend that made 
by the Ilotype Co., New Brighton, Staten 
Island. N. Y.; for sale in every state in 
the Union. Ilo requires but one bath and 
not one-tlrird the amount of gold that 
Albumen paper requires to tone.
It is universally acknowledged, that a 
combined toning and fixing solution gives 
just as beautiful and permanent results, 
and perhaps more so than separate baths.
Kosmos is another good paper. It 
does not sink to the bottom like gelatine 
paper, but curls slightly at the ends, just 
enough to keep the prints seperate, and 
making easy work of washing, etc.
After they have been toned and thorough­
ly washed take them out one at a time and 
lay them face down on a paper, squeeze the 
water well out of them, and mount, while 
still moist, with thick starch paste.
All of the new papers look quite well be- 
foi*e burnishing but a burnisher gives a 
remarkably gloss entirely unlike albumen 
The platinotype process is very largely 
used at present. Prints similar to blue 
paper, but giving black and sepia tones, 
and most artistic effects.—A. S. McK een, 
in Natural Science New*.
The town road machine reeieved a bad 
break Friday, the Avon machine also be­
came disabled jind both were brought to 
Will Staples, the blacksmith on the East 
side of the river, who made them as good 
as new. though it took him into the night 
to do it.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
The wild rose is commencing to bloom. 
Dr. H. B. Palmer was in Augusta, Friday. 
Fred Harnuen is very ill with bilious 
fever.
Will Kelley was home from Lewiston 
over Sunday.
The Boss brothers have their new barn 
up and partly boarded.
Arthur Shepard has opened an amateur 
printing office in a room at Hiscock A A t­
woods mill.
piieas Hodgkins ox Avon,is very ill, and 
being- well advanced in years, his recovery
must be very slow.
Leas in lull bloom, lettuce ready lor the 
table, and ripe field strawberries, would 
seem to indicate that the first week in J une. 
is not so very backward after all.
Estes Bros. <x Este’s birch mill has 
about a month’s more sawing. In all 
about 2000 cords of birch and 500 cords of 
poplar will be sawed at this mill.
rienry Bates is working up quite a sate 
for the Boston Daily Globe. And Carl 
Cragin makes the Saturday Lewistons 
scatter quickly Saturday evenings,
A number oi spectators were greatly 
amused, one day last week, at the earnest­
ness of a fellow townsman in devoting 
nail an hour, in relating stories to a totally 
deal person.
Cjubert Pratt is engaged in Henry W. 
True's store. He lias nearly recovered from 
the accident of last Fall, through which 
his knee cap was broken, and gets about 
quite nicely by the aid of a cane.
An excursion irom Kedington, Saturday 
night, to bring Uud Fellows to a special 
meeting of Mt. Saddleback iodge,incident­
ally brought a goodly number of others 
who made glad the hearts of our merchan i s 
by the liberality of their purchases.
Rev. Doctor Noble has many friends in 
this section oi Maine who wm be panieu 
to learn of his wlie’s death in Cnioago on 
Saturday iast. Words seem powerless in 
tne hour of this greatest of ail sorrows, 
but the Boctor has the sympathy oi au 
who know him.
S. G. Haiey, of the Sandy River Cream­
ery, has designed a butter box for counter 
use. it consists oi two parts, one for hold­
ing a block of ice, the other for holding 
the batter. A glass front shows the prints, 
it  is a cute arrangement and the nutter 
is kept firm and cool. Ernest Haley did 
the work on the box.
Some of the recent long runs made by 
local wheelmen: Andrew widrich^ Eliicot 
Noble-, Dan Quimby and Charles Hammond 
rode their wheels to Strong, to Kinglield, 
to Salem and then home, the recorded dis­
tance traveled showed 50 miles. Later the 
first one of the four, rode to Farmington 
and back, and with extra travel about the 
shire town, the distance was 45 miles.
The State Librarian has written the 
Free Public Library that they may now 
select over two hundred dollars worth 
ol books, at the expense of the State. 
This is in accordance with the law passed 
two years ago but which has been a dead 
letter owing to the fact that no appropria­
tion was made to meet the expense. The 
last Legislature rectified tlie blunder.
Mr. William W. Quimby recently found 
in the village, when the street was being 
plowed, a Mexican dollar. It was so very 
badly corroded that the date cannot be 
made out, and a portion of the coin seems 
to have been eaten away. He informs 
R a n g e le y  L a k es  that fifty, or more, 
years ago there was great excitement in 
this vicinity over the search for Kidd’s 
hidden treasure and that several citizens 
went to the town of Pittston to dig for it. 
At about the same time this whole region 
was flooded with counterfeit Mexican dol­
lars, which were made over in the vicinity 
of Byron, and which, parties passing them 
claimed, were the spoils of the pirate. It 
is possible this coin is one of them as it 
does not have the ring of genuine silver.
Rev. Mr. Ranney preached at the North 
Church in Farmington, Sunday
The Women’s Relief Corps installed 
officers last week. The Post was invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses W. Harden passed 
Sunday at Charles Hinklevs, Sandy River 
PI.
Miss Harrington is to have a class in 
elocution and Delsarte, in town this sum­
mer.
There are over a thousand bushels of 
potatoes in the hands of the farmers in 
town and no call.
Mrs. Lavinia Harden was struck in the 
eye by a swinging iron hoop last week. 
Though badly colored no severe result is 
to be expected.
Miss Luette Timberlake accompanied by 
Mellie. Emmie and Leon, were at Livermore 
over Sunday. Their cousin, Mildred, re­
turned with them
W. S. Hinkley’s team is pickings up the 
spruce lumber that wa,s carried away by 
the late freshet. It is being cut into pulp 
wood, and hauled to Madrid Station on 
the P. & R. R R.
The Odd Fellows turned out cn nut>-.<c 
to listen to Rev. W. A. Nottage’s me­
morial sermon, Sunday. The church was 
packed and the closest attention was 
given the speaker.
The concert at Union Church, Children’s 
Sunday, drew an audience that completely 
packed the house. The exercises passed 
off nicely, and reflect great credit on those 
having it in charge.
The ladies of the Methodist Church, will 
give a lawn party, at the Elmwood, next 
Tuesday evening. Supper will be served 
from five to seven. Strawberries and Ice 
Cream during the evening. All are cordial­
ly invited.
At the election of officers of the .1 unior 
League of the Methodist Church, last 
Sunday evening, the following were chosen 
for the next quarter: President, Vena 
Ross; Vice President, Winnie licss; Sec­
retary, Marion Noble; Treasurer. Walter 
Grover. The meetings are held regularly 
every Sunday afternoon at six o ’clock, in 
charge of the pastor. This League was 
organized six months ago, and now has a 
membership of sixty-five.
Redifigioti Notes.
On the return of the Saturday night ex­
cursion train from Phillips, it left the track 
and the engine was somewhat injured.
Cinchona.
Cinchona was originally called ' ‘ count­
ess powder, ’ ’ from the fact that it was said 
to have been introduced into Europe by 
the Countess of Cinchona, wife of the vice­
roy of Peru. It was also called Peruvian 
bark and Jesuits’ bark, from the country 
where it was originally discovered and 
from the Jesuit fatlu- ho used it in 
medical practico. It w... urst used in the 
cure of intermittent fevers about 104U. 
The treo from which the bark is procured 
grows in Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, New 
Granada and many other parts of South 
America and has been planted with suc­
cess in India and Ceylon. There are said 
to bo over a dozen varieties of the cinchona 
producing plant, all of which yield bark 
of different quality. Quinine, or quiniu, 
an alkaloid contained in tho bark, was dis­
covered by Pelletier and Caventon in 1820. 
It is boliovod to be a probable constituent 
of all the yellow cinchona barks. Artifi­
cial quinine was prepared synthetically by 
W. L. Scott in 1805. Tho principal man­
ufactories of quinine are in Loudon, Ber­
lin, Paris, Now York and Philadelphia, 
and it is stated that tho artificial manufac­
ture of this article has progressed to such 
an extent that the preparation of the medi­
cine from tho. bark will probably ceaso in 
tho next fow years. The manufacture of 
quinino in 1888 reached a total of 236,000 
pounds.
The protection afforded to the earth by 
snow is shown by Ebermayer in the “ In­
fluence of Frosts.”  In ono observation tho 
temperature of the air above tho snow was 
6 degrees below zero. Under the snow the 
thermometer stood at 33 degrees.
A FAITHFUL HISTORIAN.
Time has an eye for pretty looks,
In faces writes instead of books;
He has a wondrous ready pen 
To tell of what he knows of men;
He writes the truth so plain and grim 
That people aro afraid of him.
Yet he’s a kindly scribe, as well 
His lines of smiles and laughter tell.
The high lights and the shack v are there 
Just as they came, and if a share 
Of each has fallen on one head,
As our historian has said,
He should not bo in such disgrace .
For writing truths upon the face.
—Nary A. Mason in Boston Transcript
THE HORAT1AN TRAMP.
He Has a Little Quiet Fun at tho JVJagifl- 
- trate’s Expense.
Ho outstays his welcome in a town and 
is brought under the eye of the law, which 
gives to vagrants a short shrift. An amus­
ing little police court scene tlien ensues. 
The magistrate is a squatter of the old 
school, self educated, self made, and now, 
under the exigencies of the now social iife 
of the colony, taking upon himself novel 
and burdensome responsibilities for the 
sake of acquiring a position for iiis chil­
dren in “ society.”  He has invited the vis­
itors staying with him to attend the court 
and is in consequence the more anxious to 
display his powers. Our deprecating tramp 
is brought before him, condemned to listen 
to a short homily on the righteousness of 
work and the iniquity of loafing, and an 
eloquent peroration is brought to an em­
phatic close with a Latin tag—goodness 
knows where or when the worthy magis­
trate picked it up—over which hestumbjes 
and which ho mispronounces. In his best 
apologetic voice, the tone of deprecation 
just sufficiently overdone to throw the 
laugh against his approver and give no 
causo for charging him with impertinence, 
the occupant of the dock leans forward and 
murmurs:
“ Your worship will excuse me, 1 am 
sure. I am willing to bo lined, oven sent 
to jail, without complaining, but 1 cannot 
listen without protest to a misquotation of 
the author who soothes my weary mo­
ments. The phrase ru: , your worship, 
‘ Cum  labor em.uUe.rit fa.-.iuia. ’ ”
The position of the worthy squatter can 
be imagined, and lie hastily gives his un­
welcome prisoner a few hours' notice to 
leave tho town.
Neither is the tramp’s boast unfounded. 
His acquaintance with Horatian satire is 
thorough, and though rough, dirty and re­
pulsive he is a riper scholar than many a 
holder of a professorial chair. Tho incura­
ble disease of loafing is no respecter of per­
sons.—Temple Bar.
As to Hypnotism.
No less a personage than Dr. Parkhurst 
has taken the trouble to point out anew 
that nobody over heard of anybody’s being 
hypnotized to make him do something 
good. Hypnotism, tho doctor thinks from 
the evidence, is always exerted to promote 
evil, and for that reason he is inclined to 
condemn it.
The fact commented on by the doctor 
lias often been spoken of, but it really con­
stitutes no fault of hypnotism. It is sim­
ply the fault of human nature. Man grav­
itates toward the bad. When hypnotism 
is exerted in the same direction with this 
natural gravitation, it is effective. When 
it is exerted in the opp osite direction, it is 
simply trying to pull t he load up hill, and 
it fails. There are no doubt plenty of 
persons, especially ladies, who go' about 
weaving subtle hypnotic charms around 
men for the noble-purpose of leading them 
aright, just as tho bad people whom we 
hear of through tho police reports go about 
hypnotizing for ill. But t he good hypno­
tists work at a tremendous disadvantage. 
It is up grade for them and down grade 
for tho bad hypnotists. As between a 
Svongalic friend trying to hypnotize a man 
to stay out and play poker and a wife try­
ing to hypnotize him to como homo the 
odds aro with tho friend.
Perhaps hypnotism will develop to a 
point where it can overcome this natural 
disadvantage, or perhaps mankind will get 
over the brow of tho hill so that the way 
to good will bo a down grade.—Chicago 
Nawfi.
A Reflection.
Landlady^—I ’m always forgetting—do 
you take cream in your coffee, Mr. Spluds?
Mr. Spluds (a pessimistic boarder)— 







Has not been heard from lately >
There is heat enough to spare, just now.
Ether Smith has gone to Mexico Corner. 
The summer term of school is more than 
half done.
S o m e t h i n g of Interest to
Guides,
E very  M em -
J. F. Kane, of Rumford Falls, has been 
in town for a few days.
Will Smith and Ernest Haley of Phillips 
made a trip to Big Island this week. “ All 
we wanted to eat,”  is their report of the 
fishing.
H. Hescock, of Phillips, was in Greenvale 
Saturday. He went home on horseback, 
having traded with Clark Smith for the 
hitters chestnut mare.
A very handsome photograph, of the 
Portland Steam Packet Co’s boat “ Cot­
tage City,”  has been hung in the Office of 
the Rangeley Lake House.
W. H. Crosby, of Avon, has been in town. 
He says the deer are eating up all his 
beans. He saw six the other morning at 
one time, on his bean patch.
To see a sample of the work of the gen­
uine beaver, upon a stick of wood, one only 
needs to call at Mr. Tvvombly’s on Main 
St. A representative of this office saw it 
Tuesday.
The very handsome pair of white horses 
that are used on the carry from the foot of 
the Oquossoc to Haines Landing have been 
in use there for seven years, and have never 
been driven a full day save by George 
Church.
The Steamer Molly Chunkamunk, got a 
little sportive the other day; probably took 
back to her namesake—It was at The Lake 
Point Cottage wharf and Hen Dill says she 
wanted to go fishing, so ran up onto the 
land to dig angleworms.
County Commissioners Pottle of King- 
lield, Coburn of Weld and Moocrs of New 
Sharon, were in town Wednesday, to look 
over the new road to Dead River Station 
and arrange for the expenditure of the 
money raised, nearly $1500.00
C. E. Beedy, of Lewiston Swift & Co’s 
travelling Salesman, is making regular 
ti’ips to this place, and is working- up a 
large business throughout Franklin, his 
native County. Mr. Beedy is a very genial 
gentleman and retains all the customers 
he secures.
The attendance at the Angler’s Protect­
ive Club, Saturday evening was so small 
that an adjournment was taken to Friday 
evening, June 21. A full attendance is de­
sired, as business of importance is to bo 
trannsacted. All members are requested to 
forward their dues to the treasurer.
D IE D .
Phillips, J unc 0. Mark Walker, aged 07 years.
BER OF THE FRATERNITY.
Appreciating the fact that the guides 
of the Rangeley Lakes Region are already 
at work in our behalf, and wishing to reward 
them for their efforts, and at the same time 
furnish an incentive to further labor, the pub­
lishers of R angeley  L akes  make the fol­
lowing offer:--
T o  the guide who brings us in, before 
the 1st of January, 1896, the largest number 
of yearly subscriptions (over twenty-five) to 
R angeley  L a k e s , we will make a present 
of one those $35.00 painted boats, made by 
either C. W . Barrett, H. W . Loomis or 
Baker Tufts, as the winning guide may se­
lect. Guides contesting for this prize will 
bear in mind that all names submitted by 
them must be those of visiting tourists or 
sportsmen and not local residents. The 
proprietors reserve the right to reject any or 
all names on this count.
S u r g e o n
Blank receipts for taking subscriptions 
will be furnished to all guides who call at 
the office or address us by mail.
D en tist*
P H i n n i P S ,  m e .
fully




[T ran scribed  from  th e  RANGELEY LAKE 
HOUSE R egister.]
Th ursday , June 0.
N. B. Beal, P hillips.
K. M. G ilm an, L exin gton , M ass.
E. S. Coe, B an gor.
D . Pingree, Salem , M ass.
Cora.'F. Pierce, Lynn, Mass.
Warren M. Breed, Do.
E. J. Ward wen, Cambridge, Mass.
H. T. Amsden, Boston.
S. W . Humphey, Do.
Edward A. Stevens. Do.
George L. Stevens, Farmington.
C. N. Blanchard, Do.
W. N. Goddard, New York
J. T Terro, Jr., Do.
F. E. Ballard, Lexington, Mass.
J. F. Ballard, Do.
C. F. Smith & W ife, Farmington.
Miss Sadie Locke, Fryeburg.
Henry G. Taft, Uxbridge, Mass.
George W . Cook, Barre, Mass.
J ude 7.
S. O. Tarbox & W ife. Farmington.
Horace Atwood, Hampden.
CharlesjStaples, Jr,, Portland,
Allen Danforth, Plymouth, Mass.
Charles S. Davis, W ife & Son. Do.
L. R. Eddy &Wife, W ebster, Mass.
Annie Richardson, Industry.
June 8.
W . S. Badger, Augusta.
Adon. Smith, New York.
James W. Wells, . Do.
Charles W . Epting, Philadelphia.
Wm. J, Epting, Do.
C. H. Chesebro, Putnam, Conn.
Will E. Wyman, Boston.
E. M. Prindle, Do.
H. H. Field, Poillips.
Fred Sturgis, Portland.
June 9.
Herbert Myrick & W ife, Springfield, Mass.
D. S. Richardson & W ife, , Brooklyn.
Henry R. Fuller, Guide.
A. F. LaMb, Providence.
Eugene Atwood, Stonington.
June 10.
H. T. Austin, Boston.
F. J. Robbins, Do.
J. W . Leonard, Do.
John Chadwick, Upper Dam.
E. J. wardwell, Cambridge.
T. J.Dillon, Bath, Me.
E. B. Wyman, Portland.
J. H. Davis & W ife. Do.
Fisher Paush, Do.
G. W . Page, Do.
Eben Ham & W ife, Lewiston.
T. F. Gardner & Wife, Do.
Joseph Price & W ife. Salem, Mass.
Miss Mary D. Price, Do.
Miss Clara Price, Do.
E. E. Taylor, Boston.
G. W . Page, Portland.
H. H. Field, Phillips.
E. M. Prindle, Boston.
James A. Dirweanger. Portland.
W. J. Stewart, Boston.
W. K. Harris, Philadelphia.
John Burton, Do.
John W escott, Do.
W . F. Sheridan, New York.
Albert H. Chester, New Brudswick, N. Y.
W . C. Tillotson, M. D., Rockvill. Gt.
Geo. B. Hammond, Do.
.Tune 11
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Sweet. Boston.
W. F. Belcher, Farmington.
H. C. Kennedy, N.Y.
Harry M. McBride, Do.
F. C. Burkinan. Lewiston.
R. L. Smith. Portland.
S. C. Lang, Do.
Fred W . Robinson. Do.
O. S. Davis, Boston.
Fred K. Skinner. Do.
J. L. Mooers, New Sharon.
Geo. N. Coburn. Weld.
M. B. Pottle, Kingfield.
PHILLIPS LOCAL.
Will be at Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, 
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 13 and 19. 
Any one in need of dental work, of any 
discription, will please call. N O W , W H O  G E T S  T H E B O A T ?
The Odd Fellows turned out en masse, to 
listen to Rev. W. A. Nottage’s memorial 
sermon Sunday. The Church was packed 
and the closest attention was given the 
speaker.
4Rangeley Lakes,
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The RANGELEYOLAKES is
The Best Advertising Medium!
W H Y ?
BECAUSE the people like to read it, and do 
not subscribe-on' the principle that i t ’s the 
only one there is.
BECAUSE it is the best that first-class mate­
rial and first-class workmanship can produce.
BECAUSE it fully covers the whole Rangeley 
region, and reaches out among sportsmen 
everywhere.
If these points do not convince you that it 
will pay you^to have your advertisement in the 
Rangeley Lakes, we have still other argu­
ments which will hit your case. Sec if we 
haven't.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h ursday , J une  13, 1895.
Latest Railroad Gossip.
Waterville held a meeting June 3, to see 
if that city , wouldj vote to guarantee a 
5 per cent, interest on 850,000 for ten years, 
to aid in building a branch road to Weeks 
Mills, connecting with the Wiscassett & 
Quebec Railroad. The voters said "no,”  
very 'decidedly ,: being opposed", to having 
the city mixed’upjiu railroad schemes^ but 
many leading citizens, who were opposed, 
say they are ready to take stock, individ­
ually, and there may be money enough 
raised in this way. Should this road be 
built it would be of vast importance to the 
narrow gauge system of Franklin County, 
as a-charter has already been obtained to 
extend from Waterville to Farmington. 
This would give a through narrow 
gauge road from Rangeley to the sea, and 
would tap a section of the State whose 
Sportsmen now visit other resorts. There 
is no end to the bright future of the 
Rangeley Lakes regions.
Oue, Two, or More?
There seems to be some doubt ae to the 
number of wardens to be appointed in 
Franklin County, It is possible that only 
one, or at the outside two, will bo given 
this vast territory, TojaJTord any partic­
ular protection to fish or game would re­
quire fully as great a miracle as those of 
past ages, when it was asked “ What are 
they among so many?”  A dozen men could 
not look out for the North Franklin region 
alone, to say nothing of the lower part of 
the County. If fish and game protection is 
what is intended, give us as many wardens 
as possible; if it is simply a comedy oue is 
enough to play the part. Which is it?
We are g lad  that our exchanges like 
R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  well enough to ’ elip  ex ­
tensively from its  colum ns, but we w ish 
som e of the clippers w ou ld  n ot forget a 
line of cred it now and then-when they use 
both ou r  verse and our prose.
RANGELE
TO FLOKENCE.
Within an old Italian b^pk I road 
These words, which I have still remem­
brance o f :
“ Who reads this book when I perchanco am 
dead
Should worship Florence as his only love.’ ’
Ho only wrote of that most fairy town,
Tho City of the Flowers, as she is named;
I have an easier task to win renown 
In one w ho’s v.irer faced and fairer famed.
For you are fancr than Fireuza’s flowers 
Sweeter is your smile thau all its sun,
ADd I would give my life and all its towers 
If the rose petals o f your lips I won.
Hero at your feet I lay my meed of song;
Take it and kiss it, though-you hardly look. 
I shall have readers through the whole year 
long
If all who love you, Florence, read my book. 
—Fay Durham in Homo and Country.
CYCLOMANIA.
The Scientific Name of the Craze For 
Wheeling In France.
“ Le Velocipediste”  is the title of an 
amusing little essay in tho Paris Figaro, 
in which that familiar division of the hu­
man family, the cycli.it, is discussed from 
a naturalist’s poinQof view.
“ Like the June bugs, which skim buz- 
zingly over the flower beds,”  says The Fi­
garo, “ the1 Velox commtinis’flies along the 
surface of our streets with disquieting ra­
pidity, frequently grazing in its course the 
careless pedestrian who loves to cros3 
crowded thoroughfares whih reading his 
newspaper. Of all tho animals of the Pa­
risian fauna it is by far tho most prolific 
and multiplies with startling rapidity. 
The male, of a grayish yellow color, is gen­
erally homely. Tho female, on the other 
hand, offers in the harmonious and opu­
lent beauty of her outlines a veritable treat 
for our charmed eyes. She is tamed with­
out difficulty.
“ The number of ‘ velocipedistes’ has so 
augmented during the last few years that 
it has become a public danger. The Acad­
emy of Medicine is justly alarmed at the 
progress of cyclomania, as is called this 
circular madness, which was studied for 
tho first time by tho celebrated Esquiroul, 
who himself at last fell a victim to tho 
same terrible malady.
“ It is dangerous to get in tho way of th# 
‘Velox communis,’ this animal not being 
accustomed to diverge from tho straight 
line which it follows imperturbably. Tho 
frequency with which it runs down and 
maims whatever happens to be in its path 
is too -well known to be dwelt on here. 
Sometimes the‘cyclist migrator’ travels in 
troops, and even in single file, liko the 
wiki duck. The augurs of antiquity—a 
verse of Ovid seems to prove it at least— 
would have drawn good or bad omens ac­
cording as they perceived the flight of the 
‘ veloees’ in odd or even numbers.
“ M. do Lacaze-Duthiers believes that, 
these animals have among themselves con­
tests of speed analogous to our horse races. 
He has even boen able to observe a ‘ velox’ 
of largo frame which moved incessantly 
about a circular track without taking the 
least repose or absorbing the slightest nour­
ishment. He c©neiudos fe-om this that t^ his 
inseet possesses a crop lfee that of'the tur­
key, which permits it to store a pertain 
quantity of nourishment, a portion of 
which it lets fall Arom time to time into its 
stomach.
AThc cry of the ‘ velox’ is^frightful. Its 
terrifying discordance Is sometimes aug­
mented by an apparatus which reminds 
one of the cow bells of Switzerland, or the 
horns used on our tram cars.”
W hat Shakespeare Did.
The latest Shakespeare story is as fol­
lows: A  distinguished Englishman, who 
was traveling with his daughter, not long 
ago, stopped at Stratford for tho usual 
Shakespearean pilgrimage. Meeting a 
group of school children in tho street, he 
asked tho way to Anne Hathaway’s cot­
tage. A small boy told him, and Mr. X. 
asked in return, “ Why do people come to 
see that cottage?”  “ They comO to see the 
things, tho old things,”  answered tho 
small boy. Then tho literary visitor held 
up sixpence and said, “ Now, this is for 
any ono who can tell mo best about 
Shakespeare.”  A ll the youthful oyes 
brightened, and ono girl said vaguoly, 
“ Please, ?ir, ho was a very noble gentle­
man!”  Then Mr. X . ’s daughter suggest­
ed, “ Come, now, didn’t ho write some­
thing?”  “ Oh, yes, miss.”  “ Well, what 
did ho write?”  Then after a lon^ pqugo 
ono boy said in a tone of convictioh, 
“ Please, sir, he wrote the Bible!” —Lon­
don Standard.
\ LAKES.
’ TW -X T YOU AND ME.
Oft those who read their title clear 
To mansions in the sky,
Will wake up rudely yet, I fear,
To find in Spain they lie.
This is more like June!
No fish are ever caught on Sunday—it’s 
always “ the first of the week.”
The latest word in sporting circles is: 
“ Corbett and Fitzsimmons mean business.”  
Cm, ah, strikes me I ’ve heard something 
of the sort before.
If you have a friend or relative who is at 
all interested in Rangeley, send us their 
name and address and we will send them 
a sample copy o f R a n g e le y  L a k e s .
The other day some one told Superintend­
ent Davis of the Phillips & Rangeley rail­
road that the crops were early in Rangeley. 
“ Yes,”  he retorted, “ the ice crop.”
An ice combine with 810,000,000 capital 
stock is Gardiner’s latest. ’Twill cost the 
cities more than ever to keep cool after 
this, and the very thought of higher prices 
for ice is enough to make a man perspire.
If you sec it in the Sun. it’s so.—New 
Tori; Sun.
If you see it in R an g e le y  L a k e s , it ’s us­
ually so, and always readable. We live in 
an atmosphere of fish stories and elastic 
veracity, up here, you know.
Gladstone learning Greek isn't to be 
compared to a man at Eastport celebra­
ting his 87th year in learning to ride a bicy­
cle:—Kcnncbes Journal.
I only hope that his youthful exhu- 
berauce will not lead this lively octogena­
rian into learning to smoke cigarettes.
Among the relics of former days, exhibit­
ed at Lewiston’s centennial, will be the 
ball team.—Lewiston San.
Don’ t harrow up the feelings of Lewiston- 
ians in that way! Take the team out and 
bury it in some quiet spot where no visitor 
will ever chance to roam.
I have never been a champion of the mos­
quito, but, after reading the following 
prose-verse in a Maine paper, I think the 
poor insect deserves a word of sympa­
thy:—
The festive mosquito has come to stay, 
and undisturbed he sings his lay, while we 
dodge him the best we may. No respecter 
of persons is he, no more than is his brother, 
the flea, for lie lights on you and he lights 
on me. The rich and the poor, the high 
and the low are greeted by him wherever 
they go, till they long for winter and snow.
That’s pretty rough, even to say to a 
mosquito.
Didn’t Like the Text.
A  gossiper in the Washington Post says 
that down in tho black belt of Georgia a 
Presbyterian minister received a visit from 
a colored pastor who wanted counsel and 
advice.
“ Well, sir, it’s jest this way,”  said he.
‘ I ’zo dono preached myself plumb out. 
T’zo worked on election, sanctification, 
predestination, hell inside and out, tlH I 
could :i ’ t say another word to save my life. ”
His white brother suggested that he 
should preach a sermon, by way of change, 
with “ Thou shalt not steal”  for a text.
“ Well, boss, dat certainly is a good text, 
but I ’m mons’ous ’fraid it will produce a 
coolness in tho congregation.”
Ownership of Farms.
Tho statistics show that Ohio has tho 
largest number of farms of any state in the 
"Union, 25ft, 304; Illinois comes second, 
252,953; then Missouri, 250,832; Texas, 
248,782; New York, 226,632; Pennsylva­
nia, 211,472; Iowa, 205,435; Indiana, 205,- 
§31. No other state has more than 200,- 
)00. The percentage.of ownership in farms 
s hugest in tho north and west, as is tho 
percentage of homes also.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIGHORN.
I f  You K ill One o f  These, You May Cali 
Y ourself a Sportsman.
At last we have reached that gallant fel­
low, the mountain sheep, or bighorn. A 
true cliff dweller is he. Born under tho 
shelving rocks of a beetling cliff, some­
times actually cradled in the snow, and 
reared in the stormy atmosphere of high 
altitudes, lie is a typical mountaineer. 
Wherever you - find him at home, depend 
upon it that you will also find the finest 
scenery of the district.
This animal loves a birdseye view of 
a mountain landscape as well as does any 
member of the geological survey. A steep 
descent, with a narrow, level valley and a 
threadlike river spread liko a relief map 
3,000 feet before him is liis delight. In 
former times he was venturesome and of­
ten wandered miles away from his moun­
tain home to exploro tem ptin g  tracts of 
bad lands, and being unmolested ho some­
times took up a permanent residence in 
such places. But the venturesome inhab­
itants of low, isolated mountains and shel­
terless bad lands have paid with their lives 
for their pioneering, and now a mountain 
sheep is rarely found elsewhere than amid 
mountains worthy the name.
Kill one fine old mountain ram by your 
own efforts in climbing and strjlyng, and 
wo will call you a Sportsman, with a cap­
ital S, provided you save his head for 
mounting and his flesh for the platter. But 
n« ewes, mind you! Ewes and lamb3 
count against you rather thau to your 
credit. Can I ever forget how I once trav­
eled all tho way from Washington to Wyo­
ming, killed just one superb mountain 
ram amid grand scenery, preserved him, 
carried his “ saddle”  to Washington and 
called my pleasure trip a complete suc­
cess? Hardly. Even the recollection of it 
is worth four times the money it cost.
That particular mountain sheep stood 4 
feet 3 inches in height at the shoulders. 
Ho was 4 feet 10 inches in length of head 
and body, and his*girth was 3 feet 8 inch­
es. He leaped off a low ridgo of bare rock, 
fell dead on a foot of snow in the head of 
a rock walled gulch, and, oh, boys, how 
fine ho was! Up in the mountain park ho 
had been pawing tlirough the snow to get 
at the spears of dry grass that were there 
•btainable, and in spite of the difficulty of 
the process and tho pitiful scantiness of 
the grazing I was astonished beyond meas­
ure at finding that his stomach contained 
fully half a ’ ishol of that.same grass. He 
was not only in good flesh, but positively 
fat, and from the fact that to save our lives 
Fleming, the packer, and I, both muscu­
lar men, could not lift him upon a mule 
to carry him to our camp and for other 
reasons I am certain that ho weighed at 
least 300 pounds.—W. T. Hornaday in St. 
Nicholas.
Men and Mourning.
A  gentlem .n wears deep mourning for 
a wife or mother for not less than one year. 
During that timo his business suit is of 
rough black cloth, and his frock coat of 
the same. Tho proper black band, usually 
of fine cloth (not crape), is put on his liat 
by flio hatter. His scarf is a dull silk, and 
no pin is in it. His gloves arc heavy black 
glace kid, but n« border save that of a nar­
row hem is seen on his all white handker- 
ohiefs. His small visiting card and his 
stationery have a narrow black border. 
Etiquette lightens his loneliness by p^* 
mitting him to visit his men friends two 
months after ho has assumed mourning. 
Alone or with a man friend ho may go, 
quietly and not in evenin ftlress, to a pub­
lic place of amusement, but ho cannot go 
with a lady or bo one of a party.—Ladies' 
Home Journal.
Bluebeard.
That nursery talc which has charmed 
generations of children and their elders, 
known as “ Bluebeard,”  was written by a 
French author. The original of tho char­
acter of Bluebeard was a marshal of 
Franco who lived in Brittany, and who 
was charged with murdering several wives 
and over 100 children. Being convicted 
if yrcory, he was burnod.
The Androscoggin river, in Maine, was 
originally the Amoriscoggin, “ the high 
fish place.”  The first two syllables were 
changed in compliment to Sir Edmund 
Andros. Forty-seven different spellings 
are given as recorded by tho early settlers.
Vinegar is mentioned in the Egyptian 
records as a medicine in tho tenth century
B. C.
RANGELEY LAKES.
H is F ir s t  T rip  to  Seven P on ds.
With the Sportsmen.
M ooselookm eguntic House  
Salmon Record.
T h e  6-lb . Salmon Taken by 
Mr. J .  B. Farnum , of 
Putnam, Ct.
W. N. Goddard and J. T. Terry, Jr., of 
New York are fishing at Kennebago.
R. W. Ross and R. W. Wilber, Jr., took 
six nice trout at South Cove in two hours. 
Heaviest 4 lbs.
Elliott Russell was the first man to catch 
togue in Varnum Pond by trolling. He 
also says the togue will l’ise to the fly.
The bear at Rangeley Lake House was 
taken at Umbagog Lake, near the Magall- 
oway river junction, on “ whales back,”  a 
promontory of land.
That salmon of Mr. Farnum’s when laid 
on an open cover of the R an g e le y  L a k e s , 
reached from one corner to the diagonally 
opposite corner.
John W. Rogers of Mansfield, Mass., who 
is acknowledged by the guides to be one of 
the best fly fishermen who comes to the 
Rangeleys, will reach the Mooselookme­
guntic House the last of August.
Its very discouraging to make a nice 
catch offish, send them by express and then 
have them fail to arrive at their desti­
nation. Mr. C. R. Hoopes of Philadelphia, 
is one the latest victims. He writes as 
follows: “ Reached home all right but my 
fish failed to arrive and are probably 
spoiled.”  The regulation against allowing 
fish to go as personal baggage has no 
friends among the sportsmen.
Will Lamb and Bert Toothaker, made 
a pretty catch on the shoals, Tuesday.
Dr. B. M. Hardy and a party of ten, are 
expected at the Mooselookmeguntic, the 
15th of June.
E. J. Wardwell of Cambridge and H. F. 
Armsden of Boston went in to Kennebago 
Friday—and Friday’s a great mascot for 
fish, you know.
Chas. D. Chapman and James T. Hall 
of New' York, are now in Europe and so 
have missed the spring fishing. They will 
be here in September, though.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Clark, now' of Farm­
ington but formerly of Boston, have been 
staying at the Mooselookmeguntic. Mi*s. 
Clark has made an exceptionally good 
record as an angler.
A paytv of four, consisting of Edwin A. 
Stevens of Boston, F. E. and J. F. Ballax’d 
of Lexington and K. M. Gilman from the 
Lake Point Cottage, wrent in to Kennebago 
and Seven Ponds Friday.
Through an error last week the residence 
of Mr. Franklin H. Hart was given as 
Hartford, Conn., instead of New Haven, as 
it should have been. It does’nt make any 
odds where Mr. H. lives, he catches the fish 
just the same.
Speaking of the fishing of other days 
Mr. C. T. Richardson tells the catch made 
by a party of four, including old Eli Ed­
munds and Fish Commissioner Stanley’s 
father, thirty years ago. They fished near 
the foot of Oquossoc lake and when ready 
to go out had, in a pen below where the 
bridge now is, 54 fish which would weigh 
from 4)4 lbs to Dibs each.
Mr. Farnum ’s S ix P ounder.
To Mr. J. B. Farnum of Putman, Conn., 
belongs the honor of making the big sal­
mon record at the Mooselookmeguntic 
House. His catch was made Thursday, 
within a quarter of a mile of the hotel. 
This is the story of the event:—He and 
Landlord Whorff were sitting on the piazza 
Thursday.
“ I haven’ t been having very good luck,”  
said Mr. Farnum.
“ Plenty of good ones there,”  said Mr. 
Whorff.
“ That cloud over Bald Head looks like a 
shower and I don’ t believe I ’ll go out on 
the lake.”
“ I think that shower is going ’round and 
you’d better go out,”  answered the pro­
prietor.
“ Well, if you think the shower is to give 
us the go-by, I will.”
Thirty minutes later he came back with 
the six pounder.
He went out again and lost hook, leader 
and all, on a big fish at the same place he 
took the other.
Some Who Are Coming.
Haines Landing, June 12.—Getting ready 
for the summer boarders is now the order 
of the day. Many of the old timers are 
coming back and with them,not a few new 
ones.
Thos. C. Hodge, vice-president of the 
Silver Springs, Ocala&Gulf railroad, has 
written for rooms for himself and family. 
It will be their first trip.
Maj. Ellis and family of Pottsville, Pa., 
have been coming here for 15 or 20 years; are 
coming again this year. From the same 
place are coming the A. J. Womelsdorf 
party and Mr. F. G. Youngling and family. 
They will be along the middle of July.
Wm. P. Robinson, Mrs. Robinson and 
their three children, Alice, Carl and Rex, 
from Melrose, Mass., are coming the last 
of July.
Richard Meyers and wife, of Bethleham. 
Pa., are expected soon.
T<> the Editors of Rangeley Lahes:
K en n e b a g o  L a k e , M e ., June 8, ’ 95:
Although I have been coming to the 
Rangeley Lakes with Mrs. Sweet for many 
years, the first time having to take the 
coach at Farmington for Phillips, and 
from Phillips to Rangeley, no railroad 
existing in those days from Farmington 
to Rangeley, I have never been to Seven 
Ponds before, although it was the dream 
of my life ever since coming to the woods.
Leaving Mrs. Sweet at Kennebago. I 
started with Nate Ellis as guide, reaching 
Grant’ s, camps at about six o ’clock, find­
ing the carries not so difficult as I ex­
pected, and the walk through the still 
forest delightful.
While at Grant’s camp, boated and 
fished-on the following ponds: Big Island, 
Little Island, Beaver. “ L,”  Long, and 
Secret. The fishing was excellent, the 
trout averaging % to %  of a pound, and 
such gamy ones as I never ran across be­
fore.
Grant’ s camps are situated on a high 
bluff overlooking Beaver Pond. Have 
spring beds ; over the springs is a layer of 
birch bark; over this a layer of balsam 
boughs, and this covered with a woolen 
blanket. So, in order to enjoy a balsam 
bed. it is no longer necessary to endure 
bhe discomfort of bal’d poles or slats ; but 
delightful repose amid the fragrance of 
balsam boughs. I was surprised to find 
such a good table so far away in the 
woods. I think it as good as any to be 
found, with the exception of Marble’s, at 
Rangeley.
The log camps are comfortable, and 
have what I don’ t believe exists anywhere 
at any camp, viz.: fireplaces five or six 
feet high, built of stone dug up from the 
bed of the lake, and the balance of the 
chimney continued of logs,—at first might 
be supposed unsafe—but not so.
To sit around the blazing fire at night 
and listen to Grant’s stories, is one of the 
interesting features. Grant has a certifi­
cate in official form, of his truthfulness, 
hung on the wall of one of his camps, also 
the “ Beaver Terror”  fly-hook, with which 
he so successfully fished. But above all, 
to those who love the influence, the still 
quiet influence of woods life, is the boat­
ing and fishing on the wild lakes of this 
region. Alone with your guide, you feel 
that impression of isolation, which one 
can not where there is a crowd, and the 
forest has that dark sombre look, which 
occurs only where the spruce abounds,— 
there being very little maple and birch in 
the forest around Seven Ponds.
I was very glad to find your new vexxt- 
ui*e, on my return to Kennebago, and take 
this opportunity to send you my subscrip­
tion for it for the coming year. Wishing 
you success, I remain,
Very truly, B. D. S w e e t .
Oquossoc Angling Association.
Among those who have been at the 
Association house, are Mr. and Mrs. John 
H. Caswell, of Newport; H. Burden and E. 
Warner, of Troy, N. Y.; President Turner, 
of Hingham, Mass., and Mrs. Sprague of 
the same place. Superintendent Richard­
son reports that the guests are having ex- 
cellant sport in fishing.
Harrison Ellis took 12 nice trout in Gull 
Pond.
Isaac and Milton Nile caught 22 trout at 
Mingo Point off Carrington’s wharf in a 
short time on Thux-sday.
H. H. Field, cashier of Phillips National 
Bank, and E. M. Prindle of Boston, have 
been at the Mooselookmeguntic this week. 
They had fair luck.
Mx’s. D. B.Sweet, of Boston, undoubted: 
ly holds the championship fly fishing recox’d 
for ladies, having taken at Kennebago this 
rveek, 26 trout in 26 minutes, and 57 iix a 
little over an hour. During the trip she 
took 361. Who can beat .this!
CAM P AND COTTAGE.
Evex’ett’s is still closed.
Mrs. N. U. Hinkler of Phillips, has been 
a guest at Anglewood this wreek.
S. C. Fox of Phillips, was a guest at 
Chateauguay, Saturday axxd Sunday.
Senator Frye has closed his camp till 
September, when he will return with Mrs. 
Frye.
S. O. Tarbox and Mrs. Tax’box, of 
Farmington, were at the' Farmington 
camp over Sunday.
L. E. Timberlake of Portland, took twelve 
trout befox’e breakfast from the wharf at 
Max’squamosv, oixe morning this week.
Miss Agnes Noble lost a big fish near 
Anglew'ood the other day. It bent her 
rod almost double, and finally nxade off.
S. R. Morse returned to Livermox’e Sat- 
ux’dav, taking with him a 31b. salmon a 
2}41b. salmon aixd two nice trout, all taken 
xxot far from Marsquamosy.
Col. E. M. Robinson wrnnt to Rangeley 
Satux’day eve, in company with L. E. 
Timberlake. of the Lakeside Press, Port­
land, for a few days’ stay at Marsquam­
osy.
Caixxp Tim shines x’esplexxdent in a new 
coat of paiixt. Steps and a wharf have 
also been added. Mr. Faunce of Atlaxxtic 
City, N. J., is to occupy the cottage this 
summer.
Mr. and Mx*s. Chas. F. Smith, of Hotel 
Rumfox-d, Rumford Falls, and Miss Sadie 
Locke, teacher at Farmington Normal 
School, passed a few days at Farmington 
cottage, retuxming by way of - the South 
Arm and Andover.
It is understood that Prof. Mox’se and 
Mr. Faunce, of Atlantic City, N. J., ax’e 
each to build a cottage this season near 
Marsquamosy. These, and Mr. Max’ble’ s 
new oixe, will make a good beginning and 
it is hoped at least a dozen more will be 
added.
Raymond Toothaker and wife of Auburn, 
left Lake Grove Cottage Monday, after a 
pleasaixt stay of three weeks. Mr. Tooth­
aker did xxot catch his usual nunxber of big 
fish, but took plenty of smaller ones, many 
of which would weigh several pounds each. 
He also took one large salmon.
Col. E. M. Robinson of Phillips, was 
much amused by last week’s cartoon of 
the fish of dream, and the fish of x*eality 
axxd asked that this week we publish a 
pictux’e of “ ths fish that got away.”  We 
said we should be glad to do so, but there 
wasn’ t room enough in the wdxole paper 
for such a tremendous fish.
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SOCIABLE PACIFIC WHALES.
Like to Make Friends With Vessels—One 
Caught on a Fishing Line.
The coast of southern California is pa­
trolled, especially in summer, by several 
varieties of whales, which add to the pleas­
ure of sightseers along shore. Among 
these harmless monsters the California 
gray whale is conspicuous. It attains a 
length of from 40 to 60 feet. In the Santa 
Catalina channel these huge animals are 
almost always to be seen, their big heads 
rising from the water or their black tails 
being tossed aloft in the games and gam­
bols in which they indulge. Ono of their 
curious caprices exhibited on rare occasions 
is to follow vessels. A  ship bound from 
San Francisco to a South American port 
was followed three weeks by a whale that 
played about it, attempting no injury, but 
swimming alongside and receiving many 
bullets in its blubber without resenting 
them. When the ship was drydocked, the 
copper was found strangely discolored by 
the breath of this curious companion.
Last season a yacht belonging to the 
Santa Catalina Yacht club had a novel ex­
perience. Upon reaching the lee of tho is­
land the wind died away, and for several 
hours the yacht drifted with the current. 
The party on board were fishing, when 
suddenly a tug came at the line towing 
astern, and a whale at least 50 feet in 
length rose out of the water and dived, 
nearly taking the fisherman overboard. 
The powerful jerk broke the heavy line, 
but not before 20 or 30 feet had been paid 
out—enough for the yachtsman to claim 
that for one short delirious moment he had 
played a whale on a fishline. The whale, 
which was a California gray, had undoubt­
edly come up beneath the line, the hook 
catching in its fin in some way. When the 
excitement had subsided to some extent, 
another whale appeared off the bow, and 
then another, and in a few moments five 
of these giants were swimming about the 
yacht. They were so near that they could 
have been touched with an oar, and several 
times one or more gently rubbed their 
backs against the keel, slightly lifting the 
yacht, as big and heavy as she was—a 70 
ton schooner.
For several hours these huge creatures 
played about tho vessel, keeping so near 
that their blowing covered the decks with 
Spray, and it must be confessed that some 
of tho crew were not a little demoralized. 
One of the party told the writer that the 
skipper .was the whitest man he had ever 
seen. The whales doubtless thought that 
the yacht was a new kind of whale and 
were trying literally to scrape acquaint 
ance. As soon as the breeze sprang up 
they left for parts unknown.—Baltimore 
American.
Sardoa as a Talker.
Sardou is eager in all he does, throwing 
himself completely into the subject, car­
ried away by it, and dragging you with 
him, and so nervous. “ Please take a 
chair,’ ’ says he on welcoming you, “ and 
sit down hereby the fire’ ’ (for ho seems 
always to be cold, keeping up the logs even 
in the month of September at Marly).
Hie then places his own armchair oppo­
site yours. But instantly tho conversation 
begins he is on his feet, walking about the 
library, his hands in his pockets. Your 
first word is a signal to him for a burst of 
eloquence, a fine mingling of reminis­
cence, history, politics, art, literature, 
painting, all enlivened by striking anec­
dotes and unexpected sallies. And you 
find yourself swept away by his contagious 
speech, following him breathlessly and 
even literaHy as he paces up and down the 
room. During this fantastic and almost 
diabolic promenade he has flung himself 
into chairs and upon tables, snatched up 
books, documents, old pictures, to illumi­
nate his talk, even perhaps dashed off for 
you, with his rapid and clever pencil, some 
striking sketch and found time in all this 
td give orders to his servant and open the 
messages which pour in incessantly. He 
is ono of the richest, most varied and pic­
turesque talkers of our time, recalling to 
many tho prodigious Durrqis the elder, 
and pointing his talk with a power of 
facial expression which the latter had not. 
Whoever has not chatted with Victorien 
Sardou has no idea of what a causeur is.— 
ifoClure’s Magazine.
A Matter of Form.
‘ ‘ Do you think it bad form for one to 
laugh at his own jokes?”
‘ 1 It may be bad form, but think of the 
magnificent bravery displayed.” —Cincin­
nati Tribune.
EY LAKES.
The S E V E N
These Ponds, situated 27 miles from Rangeley. by Backboard to K ennebago: thence (after 
crossing the lake by steamer), by good trail and row boat to Beaver pond. From Kennebago 
lake six miles by boat; thence by trail to the Meadow Grounds camp, four miles. Here is found 
excellent fly fishing and a comfortable camp. From the Meadow Grounds there is a mile and a 
half o f boating, and a tw o and a half mile trail to Beaver pond. No party has. after visiting 
Beaver pond, disputed but what the distance as given would hold out.
ROUTE F R O M  POSTON .—Take Boston & Maine. Maine Central. Sandy River and Phil­
lips & Rangeley Railroads to Rangeley, and Buckboard at Rangeley for Kennebago lake.
ED. G R A N T, Rangeley, Blaine.
C a m p  S a d d l e h a c l z ,
A. T  D E A D  R IV E R  POND,
A. L . O A K E S ,  Proprietor,
^^OOD FLY FISHING and Hunting. Brook Fishing. Pure Spring Water. Trail to the 
summit o f Saddleback Mountain, 4,000 feet above the level o f the sea. For Circulars and
information, address, A .  I v ■ O A  I N I 5 S ,  I V f  i n ( g c ; I o y , \ I  t.-.
OpEAMS and Trar importation!
Z M E E T  A L E  T H R O U G H  T R A I N S  A T  R A N G E E E V .
Sportsmen desiring to be carried with their baggage from the station to any given point, 
will find my team in readiness at all regular trains for their accommodation. Patronage 
solicited, and the best attention given to passengers and baggage.
< i . I ). H I N K L B Y ,  R a n g e l e y ,  M e .
END OF T H E  STORY.
The Young Girl Points Out to the Novel­
ist tho Usual Denouem ent.
] “ Ho bail never spoken to her of love, 
but her influence was upon him. It show­
ed in his work. She was a clever girl, 
pretty as a pastelle and as fragile and ca- 
| ger of praise. His writings became tinged 
with a new beauty, a new air of fineness, 
i That was the effect of his love for her.
“ Well, now, in tho last chapter ho is to 
J proposo to her. Advise me, will you, 
whether she should accept him or not? He 
is unable to offer her luxury, remember, 
and she is so pretty, so fair and so fond of 
the fair things in life as to be perhaps 
somewhat eager for them always. Now— 
you are a woman—what should be the true 
ending, the artistic end? Of course I can 
see that marriage bells would please the 
public, but I ’m not so anxious about the 
dear public. If they married, they might 
become, both of them, horribly common­
place. A ll the cleverness might go out oi 
his work and all tho fairness out of hei 
face. Though all that, as conventional 
fiction orders it, need *&t bo told. The ‘ I 
will’ can be made the last word. On the 
other hand, if she refuses him, h ’m ” — 
“ You are putting the thing most clear­
ly, ’ ’ she put in, tapping the floor gently 
with the heel of her boot. ‘ ‘ Most clearly. 
If she refuses him—will you let me con­
jecture what you intended?—if she refuses 
him, he is stung into a sort of fierceness, 
the kind of temper that produces the high­
est grado of literary expression. He does 
the best work of his life under tho stimu­
lus of hurt pride and wounded vanity, oi 
even of despair. As for her—it would be 
very pathetic, this—she loves him, but she 
is afraid of losing her creature comforts, 
and so she says, ‘No,’ and afterward mar­
ries Moneybag, wrinkled and heavy. A l­
ways she regrets that young author. All 
her life is poisoned by the sight of the lux­
uries she has bought at the price of hei 
love. Oh, I think that is much the more 
artistic answer!” —Lippincott’s.
Salad Oil.
There is no excuse at the present day foi 
the use of an inferior quality of salad oil. 
There was a time when tho pure product 
was not attainable to the masses in this 
country. Today, through perfected meth­
ods of treating cotton seed, an oil is pro­
duced which not only for use on salads, 
but also in many culinary procetoes, leaves 
nothing to be desired. This is now pur­
chasable at a cost of $2.30 for a case of 12 
quarts, or $5.50 for eight one gallon tins. 
This product is pure, limpid and free from 
any objectionable odor or taste. The prej­
udice of Americans against the use of so 
called olive oil had its origin in the vile 
stuff which was formerly served at the av­
erage hotel or boarding house. Even today 
—and there is no excuse for it, in view of 
the perfect product obtained from cotton 
seed—it is impossible to obtain a good 
quality of salad oil in any small country 
town. The rancid compound dispensed 
under the name is repugnant even to a 
palate of brass. If the superior quality of 
Oil now produced and sold so cheap in this 
country could find its way into universal 
use almost all our vegetables would be 
available as salads and provide a cheap and 
delightful aliment to which tho larger por­
tion of our people are entire strangers.— 
New York Sun.
Hopeless.
Sergeant Sayer once went tho circuit for 
some judge who was prevented by indispo­
sition going in his turn. Ho was after­
ward imprudent enough to move, as coun­
sel, for a new trial in ono of the causes 
heard by himself, on the ground of his 
misdirecting the jury as judge. Lord 
Mansfield said: “ Brother Sayer, there is 
an act of parliament which, in such a mat­
ter as was beforo you, gave you discretion 
to act as you thought right.”  “ No, my 
lord,”  said tho sergeant, “ that is justrit; 
I had no discretion in the matter.”  “ Very 
true, you may be quite right as to that,”  
said Lord Mansfield, ‘ ‘ for I am afraid oven 
an act of parliament could not givo you 
discretion. ’ ’—San Francisco Argonaut.
Found a New Rival.
Editor In Chief—In your leader today, 
Mr. Grinder, you say, “ In the multitude of 
counselors there is safety, as we learn 
from a certain book.”  Why did you not 
say, “ As we learn from the Bible?”  
Editorial Writer—You forgot, sir, that 
it is our rule never to jnehtioii the name of 
t rival publication.—Boston Transcript.
FOR SALE.




G. A. FRENCH, or
E. E. SA W YE R ,
Phillips, : : : Maine.
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B . E m o r y  B r a t t ,
A t  f o r n e y  a t  E n vv,
Phillips, : : Maine.
Help W an ted  at O nce!
One or two gii’ls wanted to learn the art 
of type setting.
Apply at Rangeley Lakes Office.
H I N K B B Y ’S,
This popular hotel is open for visitors at all 
times. Only a minute’s walk from the station. 
Short distance from lake steameas. Table 
well-suppled. Good beds. Terms reasonable.
E B E N  H INKLE Y,
R r o p r i e f  o r .
Rangeley, : Maine.
P i s h i n g  P o d s
M a d e  and
R e p a ir e d .
The liest Material Used.
I will be prepared to make and repair rods 
from the 15th o f June to the 15th o f Septem­
ber. Sportsmen who leave their rods with 
me for repairs when they return from their 
fishing trips can get them on their return the 
next season,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
El. T .  H O A R ,
M A I N  S t . ,  K A N G E M i y .
RANGELEY LA X i A i
W ith  the Sportsm en.
[Continued from paste 5.)
The One th e  S tory  T e llers  Like
An Example in P isca toria l A rith m etic.
With a 810.00 rod.
And a 6.00 reel.
With a 2.00 line 
And a 4.00 creel:
And a book full o f 2.00
And 4.00 flies.
Away with his 12.00 ticket he hies.
Thus he spends.. .$40.00 ere he starts out. 
He returns in a week
W ith........ ...................10 worth o f trout.
And the--------—
But a blank won’t 
supply
The $19.90. the sum that he’s shy.
—San Francisco News Letter.
It makes all the difference where the man 
went.
Dr.
He starts on OUR trip, $40.00 he’s paid. 
On the road, say for extras, 5.00 is laid. 
Then another expense o f 10.00 f ’r guides 
To get on the “ spots”  it ’s 6.00 for rides. 
At hotels, you see, 20.00 is small.
For presents and “ tips”  19.00 will fall.
And........................................$100.00 just cov­
ers it all.
But see what he gains for the cash he has
He catches 4 tront that weigh 1 lbs. apiece,
A monster C-pounder is landed with ease; 
Then 24 others that 20 lbs. weigh.
With 8 lbs. of small ones, the guide threw 
away.
The balance is struck and plainly we see 
$2.00 per pound is just what they’ll be;
But 7 days’ outing, $10.00 per day,
Is little enough for his sport, he will say,
For 8 lbs. o f adipose tissue, net gain,
Worth $100.00; then rest for the brain,
And happiness taken in sharing with friends 
Those beautiful Rangeley Lake trout which 
he sends.
Will run up the $ $ to 4 figures quite,
And trifling expenses are lost to the sight. 
Mo ral .
He speaks but the truth o f his catch, does 
not lie.







For better things 
We’ll wish before 
That wretch shall die.
Mayor Frank L. Noble, of Lewiston,and 
wife have been in Madrid fishing, for a 
short time. They stayed with Frank Chick.
John Swift and wife, who are staying 
at the Rangeley Lake House, caught in an 
hour’s fishing, Tuesday, one 31b and a 1 lb 
trout.
John T. Terry Jr., and Warren N. God­
dard, of New York city, took over 700 
tront in Kennebago in 3y, days fishing. 
Will H. Ellis and Joshua Ellis, Guides.
The waitresses at the Rangeley Lake 
House are in a fair way to beat the big fish 
record o" the guests. Miss Jennie Mac In- 
tosh is now high line for the quartette 
with a lb. trout taken Saturday, with 
Marsh Carlton as guide.
The happiest man that has left the 
Rangeleys this season, is Col. E. M. Rob­
inson of Phillips. He came in last year 
and captured a five pound salmon. Know­
ing there must be a mate, he came back 
last Saturday, and Wednesday was 
rewarded by getting another salmon, just 
a bit over five pounds. The Col. threw 
his hat so high it hasn’ t yet come down. 
Elliott Russell guided him.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Sweet, of Boston, 
came to Rangeley the 35th of May, and 
after stopping a few days at their Saratoga 
of the wilderness, where comforts and 
drinks (the purest of waters) are unsur­
passed, started for Kennebago (visiting 
the cozy camps at Loon lake on their way), 
where they have met with great success in 
the sporting line. They prefer seeing a 
trout rise to the fly, and make up in num­
ber what they lose in weight, having 
taken full seven hundred, together, one 
weighing three pounds, by Mr. Sweet. A l­
so seeing in all, nine deer, a fox, a beaver, 
and a spruce partridge. While Mrs. Sweet 
was fishing, with Nate Ellis as guide, they 
saw a large buck crossing the lake and after 
a hard chase caught up with him, and very 
politely guided him beside their boat for 
about two miles, (stroking his back noxv 
and then, as if he were an old pet) till they 
reached the camp where several boat loads 
came out to greet him, as he departed, to 
tell his wildwood friends of the grand ex­
cursion he had taken. While there Mr. S. 
visited Seven Ponds, They left Rangeley 
the 13th, hoping that many may enjoy half 
that they haye in this beautiful region.
Children’.s Sunday was observed by a 
very pleasant concert in the evening. There 
was a good attendance, and those who had 
the concert in charge should feel entirely 
satisfied with their work.
How Ho You W rite One Billion?
There is one sum expressed by the Arabic 
numerals upon which the American and 
the English mathematicians have never 
been able to agree—the exact number of 
naughts to be used in expressing the sum 
of 1,000,000,000. In this country as well 
as in Franco and several other European 
nations one billion is a thousand millions 
and is expressed with a figure 1 and nine 
naughts, thus, 1,000,000,000. In England, 
however, they speak of a billion as being 
“ a million millions,”  and in writing it 
with Arabic characters always use a figure 
1 and 13 naughts, thus, 1,000,000,000,000. 
Webster appears to take the English view 
of the matter, and very plainly says that‘ ‘a 
billion is a million of millions, as many 
millions as there are units in a million. ”  
—St. Louis Republic.
Ending; a Discussion.
Mr. Gruinpps (hotly)—You must be 
crazy.
Mrs. Grumpps (icily)—Just what every­
body said when I married you.—New YTork 
Weekly.
CHASE AFTER A RELIC
HOW W AS H IN G TO N ’S COACH W AS SE­
CURED FOR M OUNT VERNON.
F or Tw o Years In a P hiladelphia A nti­
quarian’s W in d ow —Carried Ar/imsd the 
Country In  a Side Show—Sm uggled Out 
o f  the City Its a B ox Car.
“ Have I told you the story of hew we 
recovered Washington’s coach?”  asked the 
superintendent as ho leaned back in bis 
chair.
“ No,”  replied the woman from the west. 
She was curled up in one corner of the 
great mahogany sofa, trying to weave a 
story about the great brick with the words 
“ Roguo, thief and liar”  burned into it, 
which had been dug up near the west 
lodge gate of Mount Vernon.
“ No,”  she said. “ Tell it to me.”
Mr. Dodge smiled the smile of a man 
who is asked to mount his hobby. He 
put his finger tips together and began.
“ Of course, ’ 4 he said, “ we’ve been try­
ing to get a coach that belonged to Wash­
ington for a long time. The ladies ox tho 
Mount Vernon Ladies’ association have 
followed every clew they could find. They 
could not let it bo known, of course, that 
they ■were looking for a coach, for at once 
any dealer who had such a thing would 
advance its price beyond reason.
‘ ‘ The ladies had despaired of ever finding 
it, when one day as I was showing a party 
of visitors through the mansion and 
grounds one of them said:
“  ‘ You ought to have Washington’s 
coach in the carriage house. ’
“  ‘ Yes, we’d like to have it,’ I said.
“  ‘ Why, I know where it is,’ he said.
“ I almost had heart failure at the news. 
I led him aside and questioned him. He 
told me that he had orten seen an old car­
riage iu the window of an old antiquarian’s 
shop on Chestnut street, I think, tlpat was 
placarded ‘Washington's coach!’ He was 
sure he had seen it very recently.
“ I wrote at once to Mr. R. L. Brown­
field in Philadelphia—a man who is an en­
thusiastic antiquarian—and asked him to 
sec tho owner of the coach and find out 
what it could be secured for. He went to 
the shop, but although my informant was 
sure he had seen it very recently Mr. 
Brownfield discovered that the coach had 
been sold two years before to Forepaugh, 
the circus man, for ?50.”
“ I wroto to Forepaugh. There was no 
answer. I discovered that T' ; augh had
died. I wrote to the exec a ' ' is estate,
and after a long delay Iw a- i ..u.-iuod that 
tho coach, with various other relics, had 
been sold to the Barnum & Bailey circus 
and was now appearing in side shows some- 
whore in the wept. I wrote to this place 
and to that, but the circus was on the 
move constantly, and 1 received no answer 
to my appeals. Enough 01 the history of 
the coach had been learned from the Phil­
adelphia dealer who had owned it to estab­
lish its authenticity beyond the shadow of 
a doubt. On the &d day of July I received 
a letter from Mt. Brownfield, ‘ I have se­
cured tho coach, ’ it said. * Como and get 
it at once, for I wiU not be responsible for 
it.’
“ I  took the next train for Philadelphia 
and went at once to M.r. Brownfield’s 
house. He seemed greatly relieved to see 
me.”
“ And when did be get the coach?”  asked 
the ■vyoman from thQ west.
“ That he did no£ tell me, nor did he toll 
me how much he paid for it. He simply 
made a present of it to the ladies, and he 
wanted it taken off his hands as soon as 
possible.
“ It was, as I  said, the 2d of July when 
I received Mr. Brownfield’s letter. It was 
now the 3d. It had been rumored in Phil­
adelphia that the coach was in town, and 
it was proposed to have it form part of the 
parade on the Fourth of July. Mr. Brown­
field had not been seriously opposed to tho 
idea, when information reached him from 
a reliable source that there was to be nn 
organized attempt to steal the coach. Tho 
routo of the parado was known, and at a 
certain corner the coach was to be dragged 
from the line and hurried down a 6ido 
street. At any rate, certain persons had 
determined that Washington’s family 
coach should never leave Philadelphia.
“ Mr. Brownfield went with mo to see 
the coach. It was one of the hottest days 
I ever knew, and wc wero obliged to walk 
a long distance. The coach was iu the at­
tic of a building which had once been used
as the winter quarters of a circus. It 
in one of the toughest parts of the tew;;, 
and nobody knew of tho coach’s j re u e 
We toiled up the stairs; "and Mr. 1, • wr- 
field threw open the doors with a tn-armh 
There stood the object of my search — 
Washington’s family coach.
“ I went out and went to the freight 
yard of tho m -ieost railroad I ordered a 
box car. T agent in charge did not 
think I could get one on a siding and at­
tached to a freight train until the morning 
of the 5th, as it was now getting into the 
afternoon of tho 3d. I insisted, but I 
could not tell what I wanted it for. Final­
ly ho promised to have the car ready, and I 
went back to the coach. I borrowed a car­
riage cover from a livery stable and covered 
the old vehicle. Then I went into another 
quarter of the town and engaged four stout 
negro men.
“ Then wo took the coach down, and fol­
lowed by a hooting crowd of small boys, 
each begging a ride, we dragged the coach 
through the streets, got it aboard the box 
car, and I nailed the door shut. Mr. 
Brownfield was with me. We shook each 
other’s hands with feeling. Then we went 
away together and took a drink.”
“ And the coach?”  asked the woman 
from tho west.
1 ‘ Come and see it, ’ ’ said the superintend­
ent.
He passed out through the office door 
across the early green of the smooth shaven 
lawn and down the hill to tho coachhouse. 
A group of reverent tourists hung about 
the door, but over their shoulders^ the 
western woman caught a glimpse "of a 
jsliabby, dingy, ugly, brown old coach, that 
even in its best days could never have been 
at all elegant. It was Washington’s fam­
ily coach. The woman from tho west 
turned away. Then her eye met tho eye of 
the superintendent, and they laughed the 
laugh of people who appreciate their own 
Tollies.—Ruth Kimball in Washington 
Post.
EARLY PERFUMES.
The Crasaders Brought Them to Western 
Europe From the Holy Land.
During the dark ages and in early mc- 
dimval times perfumes, with tho exception 
of incense for ecclesiastical use, were al­
most unknown, and the rude Saxon thanes 
and Norman barons and their spouses were 
quite content with the smell of wood fires 
and huge masses of roast or seethed meat 
and were not at all solicitous to enjoy the 
pleasure of sweet odors. It seems to have 
been the crusaders who brought from the 
Holy Land into western Europe the per­
fumes for which the east has from time 
immemorial been renowned. The original 
home of perfumes was either China or 
Egypt. In the last named country the 
priests of the temple of Heliopolis used to 
offer every day to their divinity three 
kinds of perfumes, one in the morning, 
one at noon and the third at night, the 
last being a scent composed of 16 ingredi­
ents, forming an ensemble called*kaphi. 
The universality of perfumes in ancient 
Greece is known to every one who remem­
bers the delightful descriptions of the per­
fumed baths of Roman ladies in Bulwer’s 
“ Last Days of Pompeii,”  and from Hellas 
the use of perfumery spread to Romo, 
where, under the empire, almost every ob­
ject was scented.
Even the standards of the legions were 
perfumed, and the velarium of the Coli­
seum, when the emperor was present, was 
dusted with aromatic powders. The suc­
cessive invasions of the barbarians led to 
tho shutting up of the perfumers’ shops 
with which the Eternal City had abounded, 
and until tho time of the renaissance per­
fumery in Italy was only vended by a few 
apothecaries. Its use, however, had not 
died out in Constantinople, and at the fall 
of the Greek empire the Byzantine Greeks 
found that their Turkish conqxierors were 
as passionately fond of perfumery as they 
themselves were.
Sweet essences for secular uso wero first 
made an article of trade in Franco by one 
Rene, or Rinaldo, a Florentine who came 
to Paris in the suit of Catherine de’ Med- 
icis, to whom tho French people likewiso 
owe the introduction of confectionery, and 
if malevolent rumor is to be credited the 
confection of at least half a dozen subtle 
persons.—Illustrated American.
Chess and the Mind.
Mr. King—Do you think, as they are 
now discussing, that chess has an injuri­
ous effect on the mind?
Mrs. Queen—Indeed, I do. If I had to 




S ociety  Notes, Rangeley.
Friday, June 21,Regular meeting Rangeley Com­
mander y No. 408, Order o f the Golden 
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
Wednesday, June 19, Regular meeting W .C .T . 
U., at the Library.
S ocie ty  Notes, P h illip s.
Monday, June 10, Regular meeting Mt. Abram 
Lodge, No. 65, A. O. U. W . Hall .in Bates 
Block.
Tuesday, June 18, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O. 
O. F„ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, July 3, Stated Communication o f 
Blue Mountain Lodge, F. & A. M.
Wednesday, July 3, Stated Communicaion, 
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A. M., 
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, June 20, Regular meeting Cushman 
Post, No. 87 G. A. R., at Grange Hall, at 
7.30 P. M.
Thursday June 20, Regular meeting Woman's 
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, June 15, Regular meeting North 
Franklin Grange No. 186, Patrons o f Hus­
bandry, 1.30 P. M., at Grange Hall.
Saturday, June 15, Regular meeting Phillips 
Commandery. No. 402, Order o f the Gold­
en Cross. Bates Hall.
Local Paragraphs.
G. A. Proctor, was off duty one day last 
week, from a severe cold.
A plank walk is being laid to the new 
Rangeley Lake House cottage.
N. B. Beal, Esq., of Phillips, was at the 
Rangeley Lake House, last Thursday.
Strawberries and pineapples are in the 
local market—at reasonable prices, too.
Deputy Sheriff Esty drove to Farmington 
Tuesday,to attend Court, returning Thurs­
day.
Isaac Oakes, of Phillips, was in town 
Thursday, to attend the funeral of his 
mother.
High above the water as is the pilot house 
on the Irene, the waves frequently send the 
spray far above the windows.
Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Marble drove to 
Farmington and Dixfield this week, taking 
little Miss Rachael with them.
Prof. S. R. Morse, of New Jersey, was 
at Marsquamosy for a few days last week. 
He will return shortly for a longer visit.
Isn’ t it about time to organize that 
base ball club? Come in and tell R an*ge- 
le y  L a k e s  when and where you are to 
meet, and a good notice will be given.
A special train was run over the Phillips 
& Rangeley road Wednesday evening to 
take President Gilman and party to Phil­
lips, in order that they might catch the 
morning train for Boston.
Cal. Moors, of Phillips, was in Rangeley 
last week. He found such a demand for his 
services, as mason, that he things he will 
be in with his tools very soon and do the 
work that is waiting.
Much labor is being done on the roads; 
dirt is being extensively used in filling the 
low places in the village streets, and soon 
Rangeley will have fine roads. Then look 
out for a bicycle tournament.
Chas. Allen doesn’t approve of the size 
of R a n g e l e y  L a k e s . He has to carry the 
mail on his shoulder and our out of town 
edition makes a heavy load for him. He 
would prefer postage stamp size.
It would be a fine move if the Post Office 
Department would give Rangeley a mail 
service on the P. & R. train that arrives 
in the forenoon and leaves in the afternoon. 
It would of necessity be a closed mail but 
the citizens would appreciate it very much.
R a n g e l e y  L akes  had a very pleasant 
call, Thursday last, from Mrs. Lucinda Tib- 
bets. It was of more than common interest 
from the fact that Mrs. Tibbets was the 
first child born in Rangeley, way back in 
IS19. She was married in 1837 and moved 
to the farm they now live on, in Dallas 
Plantation. She is very smart, and retains 
her sight and hearing to a remarkable de­
gree.
Croquet is having ,}uite a local boom. 
Sandy B. Nile is riding a new Victor 
bicycle.
Monday night’s thunder shower did'nt 
materialize.
Messrs. Coe & Pingree were up through 
here last week, looking after their lumber 
interests.
Base ball is receiving a little attention, 
but the B. B. season doesn’t really open 
till after haying.
A. B. Grover and Harrison Hamden, of 
Phillips, have been at Marsquamosy,paint­
ing, boats and buildings.
Simon Oakes has been making extensive 
improvements in his residence. An addi­
tion has been put on and a dormer window- 
built.
A bear killed two sheep in Frank Hight’s 
pasture, one day recently. The two hides 
wrere found as nicely rolled up as though 
done by human hands.
C. N. Blanchard, of Farmington, the 
agent of the American Book Company, 
was in towm last week canvassing for 
school books. Pie met with good sales.
Thursday evening was very lovely, a full 
moon and the temperature mild. Before 
morning,however,there came a change and 
the mercury ran down to ten degrees above 
freezing.
Messrs. Staples and Atwood, the steam­
boat inspectors,have been in to Kennebago 
on a trip combining business with pleasure, 
for both gentleman are good anglers as 
well as good inspectors.
The moonlight excursion round the island 
on the Irene, Thursday evening, was much 
enjoyed. A more beautiful night could not 
have been selected. Those who remained 
at home missed a delightful time.
A little miss visiting in Rangeley heard 
mention frequently of that popular firm, 
Neal & Quimbv, but not comprehending 
the exact meaning she innocently asked, 
“ I know what kneel means; but how do you 
quimhy 'l
Dexter Lamb has charge of the repairs 
in the streets, and is doing a good job. In 
a short time the Phillips & Rangeley road 
is to haul gravel from the horse-back near 
Dead River and a liberal quanity is to be 
put over what is now being carted in. 
Rangeley proposes to have good roads.
There is a possibility that after the tri­
ennial conclave of Knight Templars at 
Boston, in August, that the Chicago and 
San Francisco Sir Knights may extend 
their pilgrimage and take in the Rangeley 
Lakes. Should such be the result it will 
give to this section of the country the big­
gest boom it has ever recieved.
Mr. Warren M. Breed, of Lynn, Mass., 
who holds high line up to date, made 
R a n g e le y  L a k e s  a pleasant call one night 
this week. He is greatly pleased over his 
success, and will continue his visits to 
Rangeley as heretofore. Mr. Breed was 
much taken with the picture of his big fish 
which appeared in R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  last 
week.
Great difficulty is experienced by the 
many cottagers on the lake to obtain 
bread, cake or pastry, if, by chance, their 
supply gives out. It would be a paying 
business for some one of Rangeley’s fine 
cooks to make arrangements with some 
store and have the above articles on sale. 
It would be a blessing to those camping 
and would develop a large trade. Let 
the business be started.
R a n g e le y  L akes  is in need of more help 
in its composing room. Word has been 
received that after the school term is over 
several of the pupils desire to learn the 
business. We want them now. It is light 
and easy, and after one has learned the art 
there is always work to be had. The pay 
varies according to the locality, and de­
pends partially on the expertness of the 
compositor, but is always rather better 
than wages in other lines of w-ork. We 
cannot promise steady work, but may need 
assistance at any time. Are there not 
some of Rangeley’s yo\mg ladies who 
would like to learn the art?
Mrs. Viola Morse, returned from Massa­
chusetts, Monday evening.
Mr. Allen McKane has sold his stand, 
on Allen street, to E. F. Lamb.
The Boston Globe now- publishes a regu­
lar Sunday letter from Rangeley.
Next w-eek’s wedding is creating a de­
lightful little rustle in society circles.
Charley George, the pedler with many 
friends, has been in town the past week.
Mial Lamb and wife, of Wilton, have 
been visiting Dexter Lamb of this place.
Ernest Butler, of Phillips, spent Sunday 
with his brother, W. L. Butler of this place.
The road machine has been doing good 
work between here and Greenvale, the past 
week.
Mrs. E. P. McCard is having a rapid sale 
on those pretty w-hite and colored shirt 
waists.
Wilson Beal and F. O. Votei', of Avon, 
were in town the first of the week on a 
fishing trip.
Mrs. Jerry Oakes has been called to Phil­
lips, by the critical illness of her brother’s 
wife, Mrs. Wesley Hoar.
Geo. D. Huntoon has returned from a 
w-eek’s visit at his daughter’s, Mrs. Frank 
Worthley, at Farmington.
Milliners are beginning to get a breath­
ing spell, now that the summer hats are 
about all trimmed.
D. W. Toothaker and wife, of West Free­
man, have been visiting Mrs. Ann Tooth­
aker and Mi’s. E. P. McCard.
Artemas Smith of Madrid, and one of the 
Hight boys of Greenvale, went over the 
hill to Mountain Pond, Saturday.
I. W. Smith, of Madrid,w-as in town Sat­
urday, looking over the idle steam mill. 
He has had some thought of leasing the 
mill.
• Rev: W. H. Small is attending quarterly 
meeting, at West’s Mills. Mrs. Small 
has been at Lew-iston, securing treatment 
for her son.
Miss Ida Hussey returns to her home in 
Guilford, Saturday or Monday, leaving a 
wide circle of friends made during her stay 
in Rangeley.
Mrs. Myra Huntoon is visiting her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Badger, at 
Phillips. Mrs. Lucy Thompson takes her 
place on the island.
Last Friday, we received a pleasant call 
from Mrs. C. F. Quimby, and Mrs. A. J. 
Parker of Phillips, who by the way, have 
been visiting Mrs. Quimby here.
F. E. Timberlake’s steam launch is now- 
in running order. He has built a covered 
dock for her at Marsquamosy. The dock is 
a good one. Col. Robinson superintended 
the building of it the “ first of the week.”  
Ned Churchill, the popular express mes­
senger on the Farmington-Rangeley route, 
has been promoted to the Mountain divi­
sion of the Mairte Central, for the summer 
months, at an appreciable rise in salary. 
His place will be taken by Ned Adams, a 
Farmington boy.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, one of the 
directors of the Phillips & Rangeley R. R., 
speaking of the proposed Kennebago rail­
road, says he does not think anything will 
be done towards building the road before 
another year. He understands that the 
Redington Company has bought the 
stumpage on the Kennebago Snd one other 
tow-nship, and that w-hen the lumber at 
Redington is used up, the Company will 
build to Kennebago and car logs from 
there.
Geo. M. Esty, in speaking of the item 
in last week’s R a n g eley  L a k e s ,regarding 
smelts being found in the city cove, men­
tions the fact that twelve years ago the 
fish commissioner sent a quantity of young 
smelts for him to take to the foot of the 
lake. Being located at Greenvale at the 
time, he liberated about six quarts at that 
point, the balance were taken to the foot 
of the lake but w-ere neglected and all died. 
Mr. Estey thinks perhaps those found may 
have been the result of his Greenvale stock.
The grasses are beginning to blossom, 
a sure sign that haying is not many weeks 
away.
Turn to and help the Angler’ s Protective 
Club! “ Its a goner if you don’t,”  says a 
pr(Eminent member.
The gravel train is doing splendid work 
on the P. & R. above Redington. Chas. 
Stewart is a thorough workman.
Elliott Russell was out Monday and 
caught one 3 pound trout and several 
’ small ones w-hich he put back. He used 
only a fly.
E. I. Herrick has added a soda fountain 
to his news and fruit store and customers 
will now find cooling drinks as well as 
fresh fruit.
A. B. Grover, of Phillips, is painting 
Camp Tim. After that work is completed 
he will be at liberty to do anything in his 
line about this section.
Dr. J. H. Rollin, of Phillips, will be in 
Rangeley next Tuesday and Wednesday 
June 18 and 19. Those needing dental work 
will please read his ad. in another column.
Will Quimby and F. W. Miller went to 
Loon Lake recently. In an hour’s fishing 
they took eight nice trout. Rollin York of 
the Camps, acted as Guide. They were 
much pleased with the neat appearance of 
the Camps.
In some parts of California it is said the 
farmers feed chopped ice to their hens to 
prevent them from laying hard boiled eggs. 
Those keeping poultry in this section will 
please make a note of this, unless there' is 
a change in the weather.
Tit for Tat in the Boat.
“ Hulloa”  sung out the captain of the 
Irene through the speaking tube to the 
engineer.
“ Hulloa, yourself,”  came the answer. 
“ How much steam have you on?”  
“ Sixty-five pounds.”
“ Well, Mr. Richardson is steering and 
wants more.”
“ What for?”
“ Wants to bunt a hole through Bald 
Mountain and go onto the Big Lake.”  
“ All right, you run her ashore and I ’ll 
get some green fir boughs, and we can do 
it.”
Found .
On the road west o f Rangeley Village, a 
Book o f Flies. Owner can have same by de­
scribing property. Call at Office o f Rangeley 
Lakes.
Freedom Notiee.
For the sum o f five dollars I have sold my 
son, Frank P. Philbrick, the remainer o f his 
time. I shall not claim any o f his earnings or 
pay any o f his debts after this date.
STEPHEN R. PHILBRICK, 
Rangeley, Me., May 31, 1895.
Office Hours.
6.45 A. M. to 12 M. 12.30 P. M. to 6 P. M.
6.30 P. M. to 8.30 P. M.
Sunday.
10 to 11 A. M. 5 to 6 P. M.
Mails Depart.
Railway Mails, Daily, 10.30 A. M.
Down the Lake, Daily, 7 A .M .
For Kennebago Lake, Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, 7.50 A. M.
For Greenvale, Daily, on arrival o f - train.
Mads Arrive.
Railway Mails, Daily, 7.30 P. M.
Up the Lake, Daily, 10 A. M.
From Kennebago Lake, Tuesday, Thursday, 
and Saturday, 4 P. M.
From Greenvale, Daily, 9 P .M .
Mails CLOSE 15 Minutes Before 
Departure.
U. I. HEKRICK, J*. M.
